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I.

INTRODUCTION

This is the manual for the Power4Flight display software for the Currawong ECU. The display
software is used for command and control of fuel injected engines based on the Currawong ECU;
and it can also be used for some configuration of the ECU1. The software is available as a windows
installer, a macOS app bundle, or a Linux zipped archive. Installation is straight forward.

A. Requirements
•
•

A personal computer with Windows 7 (or later) -or- macOS 10.10.5 (or later) -or- Linux2.
A USB or RS-232 port.

The Windows installer is a conventional installer with options to place shortcuts on the user’s
desktop and start menu. It will also install an un-installer to remove the software. On macOS and
Linux the software is uninstalled by deleting the app bundle or directory.

Figure 1: Currawong ECU display software installation on Windows 10.

The software (all operating systems) will store data in the user’s directory:
“~/Power4Flight/Currawong ECU Display”. The Windows uninstaller will not remove this
directory, but it can be deleted by the user if desired.

1

Configuring an ECU is a complicated process, and typically will be done by your engine vendor. The ECU
configuration that this software can perform are specific to the auxiliary processor of the ECU.
2

This manual uses screenshots from the software running on Windows 7 and 10. Your version may look different if
you use a different operating system. The Linux version is built and tested on Mint Linux.
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II.

CONNECTING TO THE ECU

The ECU can connect using RS-232 serial or controller area network (CAN). For the CAN option
you will need a PC peripheral that implements CAN. On Windows we typically use the Systec USBCAN module, however there is software support for other CAN hardware. After connecting the
ECU to the computer and applying power, use the menu to bring up the connection dialog.

A. Connection methods
Each time the ECU Connection dialog is displayed the software rescans the available serial ports
and CAN interfaces, so if you plug in a USB serial or CAN device after opening this dialog you will
need to close and re-open it for the software to list that device as an option.
1. Serial
For RS-232 connection to the ECU
check the Serial option, and pick the
desired port from the drop-down list.
The RS-232 interface runs at 57600 bits
per second.
2. CAN

Figure 2: ECU connection dialog.

For the controller area network
connection check the CAN option, and
pick the desired interface from the
drop-down list.

The CAN interface uses 29-bit frame identifiers and runs at 1Mbits per second. You must specify
the ID of the ECU, which is the lower 16 bits of the CAN identifier. Use 0xFFFF to connect to any
ECU detected on the CAN bus. The identifiers of ECUs that are detected on the CAN bus are
displayed in the on bus drop-down list. You can select an ID from the list rather than directly
entering it.

B. Connection Status
The connection status is always visible in the lower right of the application on the status bar, with
a green light to indicate the connection is online, or red for offline. A connection goes offline if
no data is received from the ECU for 2 seconds.

Figure 3: ECU connection status, in the status bar.
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III.

MENUS

A. File menu
•

•

•
Figure 4: File menu.

•
•
•
•

Open ECU Config… asks the user to choose a file (extension
“.efi”) that contains configuration data for the ECU, see section
IV.H for more information. If the ECU is online the software will
send the loaded configuration data to the ECU. If the ECU is
offline the display will simply be populated with the data loaded
from the file.
Save ECU Config… asks the user to choose a file for saving ECU
configuration data. The user will be prompted to specify which
configuration data should be saved to the file. This file can later
be opened with the Open ECU Config… menu option.
Compare ECU Config… opens a tool for comparing ECU
configurations.

Acceptance Test Report… opens a tool for generating an engine checkout acceptance test
report, see section XIII for more information.
Explore log files will open the system’s file explorer (windows explorer or macOS finder) to
the directory that contains the log files (~/Power4Flight/Currawong ECU Display/).
Reset log file will cause the current log file to be closed and a new file started, see section 0
for more information.
Open replay file… asks the user to choose a replay file which is used for data replay. See
section XIV.B for more information.

B. Comm menu
•
•
•
•

Connect… opens the ECU connection dialog. See section II for more
information.
Disconnect shuts down all ECU connections
Send All sends all configuration data to the ECU, which must be
unlocked.
Request All requests all ECU configuration data from the ECU.

Figure 5: Comm menu.
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C. Windows menu
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Open display layout… asks the user to supply a file (extension
“.ini”) that specifies the layout of the windows for the display
software. See section IV.
Save display layout… asks the user to choose a filename to save
the current display layout to a file.
Default display layout restores the display software to its default
layout.
Lock windows layout toggles the lock feature which prevents the
display layout and size from being changed.
Chart # toggles this chart on or off. The number of charts is
configurable and there is one menu entry for each chart (Chart 0,
Chart 1, etc.). See section IX.
Add Chart creates a new chart.
Remove Chart… asks the user to choose a chart to remove.
Gauges toggles the gauges window. See section VIII.
Errors toggles the errors window. See section V.
Sticky Errors toggles the sticky errors window. See section V.
Alarms toggles the alarms window. See section XI.
System toggles the system window. See section VI.

Figure 6: Windows menu.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Profile Runner toggles the ECU profile runner window. See section XI.
Configuration toggles the configuration window. See section IV.
Cooling Fan toggles the cooling fan control window. See section XIV.
Horiba Gas toggles the Horiba gas analyzer window. See section XV.B.
Sound toggles the sound meter window. See section XV.B.
Fuel Pump/Meter toggles the fuel pump / meter window. See section XV.D.
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D. Toolbars menu
The toolbars menu is used to toggle the display of the toolbars.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

EFI enable toggles display of the enable toolbar (section X.A)
Logging toggles display of the logging toolbar (section XIV.A)
Throttle toggles display of the throttle command toolbar (section X.B)
RPM toggles display of the rpm command toolbar (section X.B)
Alarms toggles display of the alarm toolbar (section XI)
Fan toggles display of the cooling fan toolbar (section XV.A.3)
Horiba toggles display of the Horiba gas analyzer toolbar (section XV.B)
Sound toggles display of the sound meter toolbar (section XV.C.1)
Replay toggles display of the replay toolbar (section XIV.B)
Figure 7: Toolbars.

E. About menu
•
•
•
Figure 8: About menu.

About Currawong ECU Display invokes
the dialog displaying the version of the
display software.
Users Guide copies this user’s guide to
the user’s directory and then launches
the system viewer to display it.
Open Source Software provides details
of the open source software libraries
that the display software uses.

The display software version information is for the software on the PC, not the firmware on the
ECU. The software has a major and minor version number (1.1 in Figure 9), a “Testing” or “Release”
indicator, and a build number (406 (0x09074D26) in Figure 9).

Figure 9: Display software version.
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IV.

ECU CONFIGURATION

The configuration window provides the ability to change some of the settings in the ECU.
Configuring an ECU is a complicated process, and typically will be done by your engine vendor.
The configuration that this software can perform are limited to those things which are
appropriate for advanced users, not engine vendors.

Figure 10: Global features of the ECU configuration window, with the configuration locked.

The top of the window gives controls universal to all the configuration categories. The Send
button is used to send the configuration data of the active tab to the ECU. The Request button is
used to request the configuration data of the active tab from the ECU. Typically, you will not use
these buttons, as editing the data in the tab will trigger an immediate send of the data, and the
ECU will immediately respond with the updated data.
When sending or requesting data the buttons will turn red while waiting for the ECU to respond.
Seeing the button turn red and then back to grey is confirmation that the displayed configuration
data are up to date.

A. Configuration locking

Figure 11: Not-acknowledge message.

By default, the ECU configuration is locked, and
you cannot change configuration data. Any
attempt to change configuration will cause the
software to ignore the change and issue a notacknowledge (nack) message. Configuration
locking is a safety mechanism to prevent
unintended changes.

You do not need to unlock the ECU to run an engine, only to change configuration. You unlock
the ECU using the buttons and password3 field at the top of the configuration window. If the
password is incorrect, you will get a nack message (Figure 11) and the ECU will not unlock.

Figure 12: Locking window, with the configuration unlocked.

3

The password to unlock the configuration is hard coded in the display software. If you have a legitimate need to
change the configuration give us a call and we will give you the password.
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B. Throttle
The throttle configuration defines how the ECU commands the throttle position. The ECU issues
a throttle servo command as a PWM (pulse width modulation) signal in microseconds.

Figure 13: Throttle configuration

In Figure 13 the throttle command source is “Governor” indicating that the RPM controller is
driving the throttle. The output of the governor 9%, given by the “Throttle In” telemetry, and the
throttle curve is converting that to a throttle output signal of 17.0%, given by the “Throttle Out”
telemetry.
1. Throttle calibrations
The servo position is calibrated with the Closed PWM and Open PWM configuration values. These
respectively give the 0% and 100% throttle pulse width in microseconds. The PWM input is
calibrated with the Closed PWM in and Open PWM in configuration values. These respectively
give the 0% and 100% throttle input pulse width in microseconds. If the PWM in calibration values
are 0 the PWM out values are used instead.
The output PWM is calibrated with the Closed PWM out and Open PWM out configuration value.
If CE CAN Address is non-zero the throttle signal is also sent over the CAN bus to the Currawong
Engineering CAN servo that has the node identifier CE CAN Address (1 to 254).
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If Enable throttle curve is selected the input throttle command is passed through a throttle curve,
which translates the input throttle to an output throttle. It is useful for affecting the “drivability”
of the engine, by changing the sensitivity to throttle command changes. This is most commonly
used to linearize the relationship between throttle command and engine power. The curve is
defined by an 11-point table, which has the throttle input values fixed. Double-click on the Out
column to change the output value for that row. You can see the curve plotted on the right side
of the window. You cannot change the values on the “In” side of the column, only the Out.
TPS Delay sets the time delay between throttle position changes, and changes to the fuel or spark
computed by the ECU. This value should normally be zero.
2. Building throttle curves
The typical use case for a throttle curve is to translate the input throttle to an output throttle
that yields a power output which is proportional to the input throttle. In most cases the ECU is
used to control engines driving fixed pitched propellers. Under static conditions (no forward
speed) a fixed pitch propeller will absorb power in proportion to the cube of its RPM. In this case
running the engine at different throttles and recording the resulting RPM provides enough
information to compute a curve that performs the desired translation. You can use the Build…
button to do this.
To use the build button, first indicate what data are going into the computation. This is done with
the time axis of the strip-charts, which define the time window from which the throttle and RPM
information should be extracted, see Figure 14.

Figure 14: Strip chart showing results of an engine checkout, defining the time range for the throttle curve build.

Once you have defined your time window push the Build… button. If there is insufficient throttle
motion in the data a warning is given, and the curve builder window does not show up.
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Figure 15: Warning dialog indicating insufficient data to build a throttle curve.

The curve builder looks through the dataset of throttle and RPM to find samples where the
throttle was constant for at least one second. All such samples are averaged to produce a smaller
data set which has discrete throttle and RPM pairs from which the curve can be built. For example,
the data in Figure 14 contains 10 unique throttle output positions, resulting in 10 throttle and
RPM pairs to build the curve from.
The curve builder converts the RPM into a relative power measurement by computing the
percent of RPM cubed to maximum RPM cubed. These points are used to compute a polynomial
regression that represents a function which consumes relative power command and returns the
throttle output. This function is plotted on the curve builder window, see Figure 16.
In Figure 16 the black line represents the
curve fit, the red dots are the input points
from the throttle and RPM dataset, and the
green points are the values that go into the
throttle curve. You can change the order of
the polynomial curve fit using the Order value,
although fifth order (the default) should work
well in most cases.
If the curve builder was able to solve for the
regression you can select OK, which will
transfer the curve to the throttle
configuration window, updating IntelliJect.
Selecting Cancel will discard the curve.
Figure 16: The curve builder window.
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C. Governor
The RPM governor drives the throttle output to achieve a commanded RPM4. The RPM command
comes from one of two sources: a direct RPM command received over a communications
interface; or, an RPM command that is inferred from a throttle command. In Figure 17 the RPM
was directly commanded to 3500, so the top of the page says: “Governor: 3500 From User”.

Figure 17: RPM governor settings.

1. RPM and throttle model
The selection Throttle commands RPM chooses if the RPM controller is driven by the throttle
command, or only by a direct RPM command. When Throttle commands RPM is selected a
throttle command will engage the RPM controller. In this mode of operation, the RPM controller
can still be engaged by direct RPM command.
Max RPM sets the maximum RPM that can be commanded by either method. In addition, this
also defines the function that relates throttle command to RPM command, which can be seen
plotted on the governor settings page. When using the Throttle commands RPM option this
function is used to determine the RPM command based on the throttle command. It is also used
to determine the throttle output for direct RPM commands when the engine is not yet started.
2. Gain scaling
Engine response to throttle motion is non-linear, so feedback gains that work well at one RPM
may not work well at other RPMs. Gain scaling is used to change the strength of the feedback
based on the RPM. The gains are multiplied by (2 × RPM/RPMMAX)K; where K is the Gains: Gain
power in Figure 17.

4

The most common use case for the RPM controller is when the engine is driving a fixed pitch propeller, although it
is not limited to that case.
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The gains are the feedback gains when the RPM is half of the maximum RPM. If Gain power is 0.0
the gains do not change with RPM. When the power is positive gains increase as the RPM goes
up, and vice versa. For example, when the power is 1.0 the gains are doubled at maximum RPM;
and when the power is -1.0 the gains are halved at maximum RPM. When tuning the RPM
controller, choose gains that work well at half the maximum RPM. Then use the Gain power to
adjust the control feedback up or down at high or low engine speeds if needed.
3. PID gains
The controller implements a conventional proportional, integral, derivative feedback using the
Pro gain, Int gain, and Der gains.
4. Default governor settings
You can force the ECU to set the RPM governor to default values by setting the max rpm to be 0.
The ECU will recognize this as invalid and overwrite all the governor settings with the default
values.
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D. Fuel Used
Fuel used gives information about the fuel consumption of the system, as well as telemetry
details about the operation of the injector.
•

Used multiplier is used to compute the
fuel flow and fuel used by multiplying
against the injector accumulated time.
This will not affect how the EFI operates
the injectors, it will only affect the
telemetry.

Figure 18: Fuel used configuration and telemetry

•
•
•
•
•
•

Reset fuel on startup will cause the ECU to reset its accumulated fuel used estimate
whenever it boots up. If this is clear the accumulated fuel is not reset on bootup.
Reset Fuel Used commands the ECU to reset its fuel used accumulator.
Fuel Used reports the estimate of the total amount of fuel the ECU has consumed. This will
go to zero if you push the Reset Fuel Used button.
Density reports the air density as computed from the barometric pressure and manifold
temperature.
FM temp diff reports the fuel multiplier used by the ECU to account for the current different
between the cylinder head temperature and the manifold temperature.
Injector 1 reports the injector opening time in microseconds.
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E. Pump
Fuel pump configuration defines how the fuel pump output works. The pump controller
computes the pump duty cycle from 0% (completely off) to 100% (completely on). The current
pump duty cycle is part of the telemetry and is displayed on the Pump window under Duty Cycle:
Current.
•
•

Pressures: Command is the desired fuel
pressure in kilopascals the pump controller
tries to achieve.
Pressures: On-off margin defines the
pressure error in kilopascals that cause the
pump to turn full on or full off. The controller
sets the pump to the minimum duty cycle
when the pressure exceeds the command by
the on-off margin; and sets the pump to
maximum duty cycle when the pressure is
below the command by the on-off margin.

Figure 19: Pump configuration.

•
•
•
•

Duty cycle: Minimum sets the minimum pump duty cycle output by the controller.
Duty cycle: Maximum sets the maximum pump duty cycle output by the controller.
Gains: Proportional sets the controller proportional feedback gain.
Gains: Integral sets the controller integral feedback gain.
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F. Comms
The communications configuration for the EFI are on the Comms page. The EFI has two
communications interfaces: RS-232 Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter (UART, i.e.
serial), and Controller Area network (CAN). Both interfaces are simultaneously active, see section
II.A for more information.
The ECU has two types of telemetry outputs: fast and slow telemetry. Fast telemetry is suitable
for output at high rates, and contains only fast changing information (such as throttle and RPM).
Slow telemetry is intended to be output at a reduced rate, and contains a much larger set of
information, including the sensor data.
•
•
•
Figure 20: Communications settings

•

Fast Telemetry: Rate sets the data
output rate of the fast telemetry in
outputs per second.
Slow Telemetry: Rate sets the data
output rate of the slow telemetry in
outputs per second.
Startup: Quiet time specifies the
amount of time that elapses when the
ECU boots up before it attempts to talk
on the CAN bus.

ECU address: specifies the lower 16 bits of the CAN identifier used by this ECU. The ECU
address also appears in the header of ECU packets sent over the serial interface.
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G. Settings
The auxiliary processor of the ECU maintains a checksum of its configuration settings. The
configuration checksum is computed each time the ECU boots up and is reported in the Bootup
Hash. The Settings Hash stores the expected value of the checksum. If these two values do not
match it indicates the settings have changed since the Settings Hash was last stored. If the Bootup
Hash and the Settings Hash are different the parameter mismatch error will be asserted, see
section V.
Use the Disable Mismatch Check button to clear the Settings Hash, which also disables the
parameter mismatch error. Once the configuration of the ECU is finalized use the Set
Configuration Valid button to store the Bootup Hash as the Settings Hash. Thereafter, the
parameter mismatch error will be asserted if something changes the configuration settings.

Figure 21: Settings window with the configuration valid.

Figure 22: Settings window, with the parameter mismatch disabled
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H. ECU Configuration files
An ECU configuration file stores data as an order-independent series of binary packets.
1. Saving configuration files
When using the file menu Save ECU Config… the software
will ask what information should be saved. Each check in
Figure 23 represents a single packet that will be written to
the file. For convenience you can turn all the configuration
data on or off using the All or None buttons.
If you overwrite an existing configuration file, only the
selected data are overwritten, any other configuration
data that were previously in the file will be preserved. In
this way it is easy to update one configuration file with
pieces of information from another file.

Figure 23: Save selection.

2. Opening configuration files
When using the file menu Open ECU Config… the software
will first check what data are in the file and then ask what
should be read from the file.
In Figure 24 the file contains a limited set of data. You can
deselect any of these items to further winnow what
information is read from the file. If the ECU is online the
display software will send the selected configuration data
to the ECU. If the ECU is offline the display will simply be
populated with the data loaded from the file.

Figure 24: Open selection.

Note that you will have to unlock the ECU before you can
successfully send configuration data, see section IV.A for
more information.
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3. Comparing configurations
The file menu Compare ECU Config… opens the
configuration comparison window. The
configuration comparison allows you to
compare two ECU configuration files, or a single
file can be compared against the ECU.
•
•

Figure 25: Configuration comparison window.

•

Select first file… is used to select the first
file to compare.
Use ECU data should be selected to
compare the first file against the ECU,
rather than a second file.
Select second file… is used to select the
second file to compare.

Once the file(s) are selected the comparison window asks what parts of the configuration should
be compared, using a window like Figure 24. The packets for the selected configuration are
decoded and each field of data is compared. Any differences in the configuration are reported as
text in the comparison window.
In Figure 26 the configuration file “testing.efi” was compared against the ECU and configuration
differences were found in the throttle, the fuel used correction, the RPM controller, and the
communications setup. If you want to save the difference report you can copy the text directly
from the window.

Figure 26: Configuration comparison report.

For convenience it is possible to save a configuration as a text file using the buttons Save first
text… and Save second text…. This generates a text file for selected configuration data. This file
is useful for offline comparison or evaluation of the configuration. Do not attempt to change
configuration by editing a configuration text file, it cannot be loaded by the software.
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V.

ERRORS

The ECU reports errors as part of its regular telemetry. The display software shows those errors
and keeps track of sticky errors, which are set anytime a regular error is set. Some errors only
become sticky under certain situations: for example, low fuel pressure will only be a sticky error
if the ECU is enabled (since disabling the ECU disables the fuel pump control). There are two
different error windows, one for the regular and one for the sticky errors.
The Clear button on the sticky errors window clears the sticky errors flags. Once cleared the
errors may reassert if the error condition is still present. The Clear button on the regular errors
window just clears the parameter settings mismatch error. The Clear button will only be enabled
if there are errors that can be cleared.

Figure 27: Regular and sticky error windows with and without errors.

If you hover your mouse over the window a tooltip will appear giving a summary of all the errors.
This same tooltip is also available in the enable toolbar by hovering over the Error light.

Figure 28: Enable toolbar with an error visible.

If the errors window is not visible you can click on the Error light in the enable toolbar to make
the error window visible.
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VI.

SYSTEM

The system window gives information about the hardware of the ECU, the firmware, the CPU
performance including reset sources, and engine run times.

A. Firmware
The Firmware group gives the version information of the
firmware on the auxiliary processor of the ECU. This firmware
information has a major and minor and subversion number (6.34c
in Figure 29), a date of release, and a firmware checksum (0xE4ED
in Figure 29). Use the Request Version button if you need to
request the version information again.

B. Hardware
The Hardware group gives information about the specific ECU
hardware:
•
•
•
Figure 29: System window.

SN: gives the serial number of the board.
Address: gives the communications address of the ECU.
Params: gives a checksum specific to the parameter
configuration of the ECU auxiliary processor.

C. Reset and Processing
The Reset group gives information about the source of CPU reset on the ECU. The normal source
of reset will be “Power on”, but there can be others; including watchdog, brownout, etc. The
number in parenthesis is a count of the number of times the ECU has reset, since it was first
connected to the display software. The Processing group gives information about the CPU load
of the auxiliary processor.

D. Engine wear
Engine wear gives number of engine revolutions and time elapsed. The engine revolutions are a
simple integration performed by the display software, it doesn’t come from the ECU. In the Since
start: column the amount of time since the ECU booted up is displayed (the same time shown in
the enable toolbar). The Total: column gives the total number of hours that the engine has been
running (i.e. the amount of time the RPM has been greater than zero).
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VII.

DISPLAY LAYOUT

The display has a user adjustable layout. Windows and toolbars can be moved, resized, tabbed,
or hidden to suit the user and available display space. Windows and toolbars can also be
undocked if desired. This behavior is mouse driven and reasonably easy to discover by
experimentation.
Once you have settled on a display configuration you can save it to a file using the menu
Windows->save windows layout, reloading the file configuration later using Windows->open
windows layout. However, you don’t need to save and load display layouts, the software will
automatically remember it for you (on a per-user basis).
If your display layout becomes too confusing to sort out use the Windows->default windows
layout feature to return to the default layout (see Figure 30). You can also prevent layout changes
by using Windows->lock windows layout.

Figure 30: Default display layout.
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VIII.

GAUGES

The gauges provide a graphical look at the performance of the engine. The graphical displays are
colored to indicate status. For example, the CHT will be blue if it is too cold, red if too hot, and
otherwise green.

Figure 31: Gauges.

The text at the bottom of the display gives the current operating mode of the ECU. The grey bars
at the left of Figure 31 show the position of the throttle input command (the left side of the bar)
and the throttle output (the right side of the bar). If these two levels are different the ECU is using
a throttle curve to translate the user’s throttle command into a throttle output.
The default data layout is shown on the right of Figure 31, but it can be
changed by right-clicking on the label of any element and selecting or
removing a variable. Available variables are the same as for strip charting
(section IX), however the displayed names are compressed to save space.
The selection drop down also gives you the option to remove a signal, or
to insert a signal below the label you clicked. You can have up to 20 text
items in the gauges display (10 on the left column, 10 on the right). The
text layout is saved automatically with the rest of the display layout, and
can be saved and loaded explicitly, see section IV.

Figure 32: Variables.
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IX.

CHARTS

Charts are used to provide a rolling plot of IntelliJect telemetry data against time. Each chart can
display two different axes of data (left and right), and each axis can have multiple data variables.
In Figure 33 Throttle, CHT, and Inj 1 duty are on the left axis, and RPM is on the right axis. The
horizontal axis gives time in hours:minutes:seconds since IntelliJect turned on.

Figure 33: Example strip chart.

Figure 34: Chart configuration window and signal selection.

Use the Select Signals… button on the chart to bring up the chart configuration dialog (see Figure
34). Use the Add Signal… drop down to add a signal to the chart. The signals available for plotting
are the same as those which are written to the human readable log file (section XIV). The list of
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signals, their colors, axis assignments, and axis scales are automatically saved by the software.
Chart configurations are also preserved in layout files.
The chart signals window shows the signals that are already selected for the chart in a table. To
change line width, colors, or remove signals select one or more rows in the table and use the
Width…, Color…, or Remove buttons respectively.

A. Adjusting time scale
The scroll bar at the top of each chart window can be used to move backward and forward in
time. Time scrolling can be done while new data are accumulating in the chart. Scrolling one chart
will cause all charts to scroll to match the time axis if Sync is checked. Scrolling to the far right
will restore the charts to real time operation. You can adjust the time scale in multiple ways:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The scroll bar can be used to adjust the position of the time axis.
Click and drag (right or left) on the time axis works the same as the moving the scroll bar.
Double clicking on the x axis of the chart will restore the chart to real time operation.
The magnifying glass buttons between the scroll bar and the Select Signals… button will zoom
the time axis in or out.
Using the mouse wheel (or two-finger scroll on a trackpad) over the x-axis will zoom the time
axis in or out.
The Time value at the bottom of the chart signals dialog will adjust the time scale.

B. Adjusting left and right scales
The left and right y axis scales can be set manually or automatically. The Auto buttons above the
left and right vertical axes toggles the axis to be automatic or manually scaled. In Figure 33 the
left axis is manual, and the right axis is automatic. When an axis is automatically scaled the
buttons next to the axis are hidden. You can adjust the vertical axis scales in multiple ways:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Auto button is used to toggle between manual and automatic scales. Note that the
automatic scale uses all the chart data, not just the data that is currently visible.
Double clicking on the vertical axis will toggle manual or automatic scaling.
The magnifying glass buttons next to the vertical axis will zoom the axis in or out.
The arrow buttons will shift the data of the axis in the direction of the arrow.
The button between the arrows will shift the scale to center the chart data.
Click and drag (up or down) on the vertical axis shifts the data up or down, if the axis is not
automatically scaled.
Using the mouse wheel (or two-finger scroll on a trackpad) over the vertical axis will zoom
the axis in or out, if the axis is not automatically scaled.
The axis limits can also be set from the chart signals dialog.

C. Buffer size
The chart signals are stored in computer memory even if the signal is not currently charted. This
makes it possible to add a signal and see the history of that signal, including data from before the
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signal was added to the chart. The size of the memory buffer is configurable using the Buffer Size
dropdown. Small buffers reduce the memory and CPU resources used by the computer; however
large buffers allow you to scroll further back in time. If you run the software for a long time with
large buffers the computer may become slow, particularly if many points are displayed on a chart.
The default buffer size is 100 thousand points, which will hold data for 83 minutes if the signal in
question is updated at 20 Hz. Once the buffer is full the oldest data is discarded from memory.
Note that all the data are always saved in the log files and can be replayed to regenerate a chart.
The largest available buffer size is 10 million points, which is likely to be troublesome on all but
the most powerful computers.
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X.

COMMAND TOOLBARS

A. Enable toolbar
The IO Enable light indicates the status of the input line on the ECU harness which is used to
enable or disable the ECU. If the ECU is disabled the fuel pump output will be off, the injectors
will not open, the spark will not fire, and the engine speed will read zero.

Figure 35: Enable toolbar.

The indicator to the right of IO Enable is a summary of the ECU error status, see section V for
more information. At the far right of the toolbar is the elapsed time since the ECU booted up.

B. Throttle and RPM toolbars
These toolbars are used to send throttle and RPM commands. Buttons on
the toolbar provide quick access to common throttle and RPM commands.
You can also enter the throttle or RPM command directly in the text boxes.
When not being used to send commands the text boxes display the current
throttle and RPM telemetry.
The toolbars are normally docked vertically at the side of the software, but
they can be docked horizontally at the top or bottom.

Figure 36: Throttle and RPM toolbars.
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XI.

PROFILE RUNNER

The profile runner is a tool for exercising an engine according to a predefined profile of throttle
and/or RPM commands. The left side of Figure 37 gives a table that defines the profile. Each row
of the table is a step in the profile. The table columns are:
•
•
•
•

•

Start[s]: is the start time of this step profile, relative to the start of the entire profile. The start
time cannot be edited; it is computed based upon the individual step times.
Cmd: is the command value for the step. Values 100 or less are interpreted as throttle
commands, otherwise the values are interpreted as RPM commands.
Times[s]: provides the amount of time in seconds used by the step.
Direct: is a flag to control how the command is given. If set the command goes immediately
to the value when the step begins. If clear the command moves in a straight line from the
previous step’s value to the new step’s value.
Expected: gives the RPM the engine is expected to turn at this step. The expected RPM is only
useful for throttle command steps, not RPM command steps. Expected RPM is used as part
of the scoring system for acceptance test reporting, see section XIII.B.1.

Figure 37: Profile Runner table and chart tabs, showing a running profile with mixed throttle and RPM.

The shape of the profile is visible in the thin lines on the chart (black for throttle, blue for RPM).
To add or remove a step from the profile right-click on the table. Profiles can be loaded from, or
saved to, a file using the Load… and Save… buttons. The profile file name is displayed at the upper
left of the window. Profile files have an extension “.efipro”; and simple human-readable space
(or comma) delimited content. If no profile was previously loaded the display software loads the
Standard Checkout profile, which can be found in ~/Power4Flight/Currawong ECU
Display/profiles/. Load this file in a text editor to see the profile file format. The profile can also
be edited in the table by double-clicking on the cell you want to change. Right-click on the table
to insert or delete rows.
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You can create a new profile using the Create… button,
which will show the profile builder window, see Figure
38. The profile builder provides a simple way to build a
profile like the standard checkout profile.
•
•
•
Figure 38: Profile builder window.

•

Check the Throttle box to include the portion of the
profile that exercises the throttle steps.
Check the RPM box to include the portion of the
profile that exercises the RPM steps.
The Steps values define the number of steps in the
throttle and rpm sections of the profile.
Time specifies the seconds spent at each step.

To start a profile, press the Start / Stop button. As the profile runs the current position in the
profile table is marked by a red line; and the throttle input, output, and RPM, are plotted on the
chart using thick lines (magenta for throttle input, black for throttle output). If you stop a profile
it will resume its operation at the same point when restarted. To change this behavior the GoTo…
button can be used to set the current profile time; or right-click on the chart or the table to go to
a specific profile time. Use the Repeat option to have the profile automatically start over when
it reaches the end.
The chart vertical axes can be set automatically or manually, like the strip charts. The horizontal
axis scale can be adjusted with the time value to the right of the scroll bar setting. If the scale is
set less than the total profile time the chart will scroll (like a strip chart) and the scroll bar will
allow you to move forwards and backwards in profile time.
If you use the throttle or RPM command toolbars to send a command the display software will
automatically stop a running profile. The same is true if the alarm system performs an engine
shutdown. Throttle commands affect the input throttle, the output throttle may be different if a
throttle curve is active.
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XII.

ALARMS

The alarm window provides a configurable alarm system to alert the user of problems. This is not
a function in the ECU, it is purely a safety and alert system for the operator of the display software.
Use the Enable Alarms checkbox to globally enable or disable all alarms. Use the Alarms Silent
checkbox to enable or disable the audible alarm sound. The audible alarm sound will be inhibited
if Silent if Stopped is checked and the engine is not running. The Shutdown Enable checkbox
enables automatic shutdown from critical alarms (by issuing a throttle close command).
Shutdowns do not happen immediately, there is a time window to fix the problem or
acknowledge the alarm. Only the CHT critical alarm can trigger a shutdown (this may change in
the future).

Figure 39: Alarm display with and without alarms active.

Individual alarms can be enabled or disabled with the checkbox next to the alarm name. If an
alarm becomes active its button will turn red with white text. The alarm can be acknowledged by
clicking on the button, which turns off the alarm (and changes the button color to white with red
text). An alarm will remain in the acknowledged state until the alarm condition clears, at which
point it can re-alarm if the problem recurs. The Ack All button can be used to acknowledge all
active alarms.
Alarms which are based on EFI telemetry data (head temperature and fuel pressure) have
configurable thresholds, and display the relevant telemetry data next to the threshold. Some
alarms have special arming conditions, for example the CHT cold and Fuel pressure low alarms
will not become active until the temperature and fuel pressure have gone above the threshold
for the first time. This prevents alarming when the system is first turned on, since low
temperature and fuel pressure are expected before the engine is running. Similarly, the EFI
communication lost and Fan communication lost alarms will not trigger until communications
are first established.
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A summary of the alarm status is available in the alarm toolbar. The button of the toolbar is the
same as the Ack All button on the alarm window; and the Silence checkbox can be used to turn
off the audible alarms.

Figure 40: Alarm toolbar with no alarms, alarms active, and alarms acknowledged.

If the Alarms window is not visible you can click on the Alarm label in the toolbar to make the
alarm window visible.
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XIII.

ACCEPTANCE TEST REPORT

You can use the software to produce an acceptance test report that gives key details about the
engine and EFI integration. Typically, the report would be generated following the checkout of a
new engine, to document the engine performance and configuration.

Figure 41: Acceptance test report window before being filled out.
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The acceptance test report is generated when you select the menu item File->Acceptance Test
Report. At the time the report is generated any visible charts are copied into the report. In
addition, important configuration data are copied into the report, see Figure 41. The test report
window is forced to an aspect ratio of 8.5 x 11 so it is suitable for printing.

A. User provided data
The report has fields that you must fill out before it can be saved:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The engine type or name
The name of the operator who performed the acceptance test
The name of the IntelliJect configuration file (click on the Config file: label to get a dialog
for selecting the configuration file)
The propeller used in the checkout
The direction of rotation of the propeller (pusher, tractor, both)
The fuel pump type or name
The customer order information

The Save button will become active after this data have been input, see Figure 42. If the Save
button is not active you can hover over the button to get a tooltip explaining what data are
missing. The button asks you to specify a file which will record the acceptance test report as a
png image. If you want to change the configuration you can exit the report window, change
configuration, and then generate a new report. Any data input from before will be automatically
re-entered in the report. Input data are forgotten when you exit the display software (This is
intentional – to prevent accidentally generating a report with stale data).
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Figure 42: Acceptance test report after putting in required data.
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B. Acceptance test scores
If the chart data include changing throttle commands the
acceptance system will generate a set of scores for the engine
performance. Scores are generated for every throttle command
transition. For example, the chart in Figure 41 shows 32 separate
throttle transitions (on the left side of the chart, the right side of
the chart are RPM commands – not used for scoring).
Each transition, whether increasing or decreasing throttle, is
graded according to five separate criteria. Push the Scores:
button on the acceptance test report to get the score data for
each transition, see Figure 43. You can save the scores, and the
information used to compute them, by pushing the Save Scores
button.
1. Power
The second half of each constant throttle section is used to
compute an average RPM (the first half is not counted as the
engine speed may still be settling). The power score is computed
using the average RPM and the expected RPM from the profile,
see section XI. If the average RPM matches or exceeds the
expected RPM the power score is 100. If the average RPM is 80%
or less of the expected RPM the power score is 0. If no profile is
loaded, or if the profile does not have expected RPM data, the
power score is 100.
2. Stability
Using the second-half data the standard deviation of the RPM is
computed. If the standard deviation of the RPM is 0, the stability
score is 100. If the standard deviation of the RPM is 10% or more
of the average RPM, the stability score is 0.

Figure 43: Acceptance scores.

3. Overshoot
For increasing throttle overshoot is the maximum RPM (of the entire time interval) minus the
second-half average. For decreasing throttle overshoot is the second-half average RPM minus
the minimum RPM. The overshoot score is 100 if the overshoot is 0; and 0 if the overshoot is 20%
or more of the second half average RPM.
4. Responsiveness (lag)
The lag score measures the elapsed time for the RPM to get within 200 of the second-half average
RPM. If the lag time is 0.5 seconds or less the score is 100; and if the lag time is 2.5 seconds or
more the score is 0.
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5. Transition
The transition score works by accumulating the amount of wrong-way RPM changes versus rightway RPM changes. For increasing throttle the RPM is going the wrong way if it decreases, and
vice versa. The accumulation of the up-going and down-going RPM changes does not begin until
the RPM has moved by 200 from its initial value, and the accumulation stops when the RPM is
within 200 of the second-half average RPM. The transition score is 100 if there are no wrong-way
RPM changes. The transition score is 0 if there are wrong-way RPM changes that accumulate to
20% of the right-way RPM changes.
6. Summary of scores.
The acceptance test report gives a summary of all the scores. The summary is assembled from
the worst score in each of the five categories. For the power score, only the wide-open throttle
cases are considered for the summary.
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XIV. LOG FILES
Any time the display software is connected to an ECU it will continuously write two different log
files. These files are written to the “~/Power4Flight/Currawong ECU Display” directory and are
named “efilog-date-time.csv” and “efitel-date-time.efitel”, where date and time refer to when
the file was created. The efilog file contains human-readable comma-separated values stored in
rows, suitable for opening with a spreadsheet or analysis package.
The efitel file records a binary record of the communications from the ECU. This can be used for
data replay, and to regenerate the efilog file if needed. Note that there is no way to turn off the
data logging. This is by design; the price of disk storage is dramatically less than the potential cost
of lost data. The efilog file will normally record a line of information for every fast and slow
telemetry frame from the ECU. However, if the engine is not running it will only record one line
per second to keep the file sizes more tractable. If needed you can regenerate the full speed
logging for a stopped engine by using the replay feature.

A. Logging toolbar
The number of lines written to the efilog file is shown in the logging toolbar at the top of the
application (34,438 lines in Figure 44). You can also use this toolbar to create an averages log file.
Each time you push the Avg button in the toolbar the software begins averaging all the data from
the ECU. After the period given in the toolbar (5 seconds in Figure 44) the resulting average data
are written to the averages log file.

Figure 44: Logging toolbar.

The averages log file has the same name as the normal log file; but ends in “-avg.csv” rather than
“.csv”. The number of lines written to the averages file is displayed in the logging toolbar (2 in
Figure 44). At the same time the average data is written the software will also write a standard
deviations file, which gives the standard deviation of the data that was used to compute the
averages. The standard deviations log file has the same name and number of lines as the averages
log file, but the file name ends in “-dev.csv” rather than “-avg.csv”.
The logging toolbar also includes a commenting feature. Type a comment and hit enter to put
the comment into log file. The comment is written to the last column of the log file. Each
comment entered will be remembered in the comment drop-down, so you can select it again. If
there is text in the comment when you push the Avg button the comment will be written into
the averages and standard deviations log files.

B. Replaying a efitel file.
The efitel file can be opened and played using the menu option File->Open replay file... This will
cause the display to update as it normally would if it were receiving packets of data from a live
ECU.
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Figure 45 Replay toolbar.

During replay you use the replay
toolbar to pause or resume the replay,
and to select the rate of replay. The
status bar of the display software will
indicate that you are offline, so you
cannot send or request data from the
ECU. The toolbar displays the replay
file position as a percentage.

Replaying an efitel file will cause the display software to generate a new efilog file. The name and
location of a log file generated during replay is different from a live log file. The replay generated
log file will have the same location and the same root name as the “.efitel” file, but will start with
“efireplaylog”. For example when replaying the file “efitel-2017-10-11-17-08-21.efitel” the log
file will be called “efireplaylog-2017-10-11-17-08-21.efitel”. If during the replay you use the Avg
button the resulting files will have the same location and root name as the replay log file.
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XV.

EXTERNAL DEVICES

The display software works with several different external devices.

A. Cooling Fan
The display software can control a cooling fan connected to an Emerson Commander SK variable
frequency drive. The interface from the display software to the Emerson controller is over the
local area network (specifically Modbus over IP). Figure 46 shows the control and setup windows
for the cooling fan.

Figure 46: Control (disconnected and connected) and setup windows for the cooling fan.

1. Control
Push the Connect button to connect to the fan drive. The actual fan frequency is displayed in the
center of the window. Stop will command the fan to zero speed, or the commanded fan
frequency can be manually entered; or controlled with the analog input on the Emerson (Analog
Control selected); or driven by engine head temperature feedback if Auto CHT is selected. Target
sets the desired head temperature for the feedback control.
2. Setup
IP is the internet protocol address of the Emerson drive on the local network. Kp is the trajectory
gain from head temperature error to the desired rate of change of head temperature per second.
P is the proportional gain from head temperature rate error to fan frequency. I is the integral
gain from head temperature rate error to fan frequency. F is the feed forward gain from EFI
throttle to fan frequency.

Figure 47: Cooling fan toolbar, connected and disconnected.
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3. Fan toolbar
A toolbar is available, see Figure 47. When connected the Fan indicator will be green and the
actual fan frequency is displayed. To the right of the toolbar the engine head temperature is
displayed. If you click on the Fan indicator the cooling fan window will be shown.

B. Horiba Gas
The software can connect to a left and a right Horiba Mexa 584L portable gas analyzers. The
analyzers connect with a standard RS-232 serial port to the PC (not to IntelliJect). Figure 48 shows
the window with one analyzer connected in different states.

Figure 48: Horiba gas window with one analyzer connected (standby, zeroing, and measure mode).

The dropdown back at the top of the window is used to select the serial port on the PC that the
analyzer is connected to. The indicator to the left of the port number will be green if the software
is receiving data from the analyzer.
If the analyzer is warming up or zeroing the data will be “N/A”. The Error indicator will be red if
the analyzer has an error, in which case hovering over the indicator will give a tool tip with the
error description. Use the Stand By button to put the analyzer in stand-by mode. Use the
Measure button to put the analyzer in measurement mode (which will start the air pump).
1. Horiba toolbar
A toolbar is available for Horiba summary, see Figure 49. When connected the Horiba indicator
will be green and the measured CO is displayed. If you click on the Horiba indicator the Horiba
Gas window will be shown.

Figure 49: Horiba toolbar, connected and disconnected.
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C. Sound
The software can connect to an Extech digital sound meter, which provides
a simple measurement of sound pressure (useful for comparing different
exhaust systems). Figure 50 shows the sound meter window.
The dropdown at the top of the window selects the serial port on the PC
to connect the sound meter. The indicator to the left of the port number
Figure 50: Sound meter.
will be green if the serial port is open.
1. Sound toolbar
A toolbar is available for sound meter summary, see Figure 51. When connected the Sound
indicator will be green and the measured sound pressure is displayed. If you click on the Sound
indicator the sound meter window will be shown.

Figure 51: Sound meter toolbar, connected and disconnected.

D. Fuel Pump / Meter
This window shows telemetry for the fuel
system from the EFI, and optionally for a
Triplex fuel pump / meter.
•

Reset Delivered commands the ECU,
Triplex, and Max meter to zero their
respective delivered fuel estimates.

1. EFI shows telemetry from the ECU.
•
•
•

Pressure is the fuel pressure in kPa.
Flow rate is the fuel consumption rate in
grams per minute; estimated by the ECU
using injector characterization.
Delivered is the estimate of total fuel in
grams delivered by the ECU.

Figure 52: Triplex and Max Machinery.

2. Triplex
The display software has support for the Triplex fuel pump from Currawong. If you are connected
via CAN bus, this section of the window will be visible; allowing you to see telemetry from the
pump and send pressure commands. Triplex maintains its own fuel pressure control loop. Use
the Command drop down to command the desired fuel pressure or turn the pump off.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Connected indicates if triplex data are visible on the CAN bus.
Command controls the pressure control loop on the Triplex.
Flow rate is the fuel delivery rate in grams per minute.
Delivered is the estimate of total fuel in grams delivered by the Triplex.
Voltage is the input voltage to the Triplex.
Motor duty is the duty cycle of the Triplex pump motor.

3. Fuel Pump/Meter toolbar
The Triplex and Max have a toolbar which can be used to show
key telemetry and commands.
Figure 53: Fuel meter toolbar.
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